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ALLOWS NEWALLOWS NEWALLOWS NEWALLOWS NEW    

PLASTER TO DRYPLASTER TO DRYPLASTER TO DRYPLASTER TO DRY    
 

 

Description:Description:Description:Description: 

PALACE CONTRACT MATT is a high opacity 

surfaces, which can be applied over most types of 

painting over recently plastered walls and ceilings, where 

the newly constructed surface to be completed

hiding power and coverage over most surface types

 

Surface Preparation:Surface Preparation:Surface Preparation:Surface Preparation: 

Surfaces to be treated should be sound, clean, dry and free from loose flaking materials, oil and grease stains. Surface defe

and cracks should be repaired with a suitable repair mix; filler or sealant. 

flaking coatings and rub down thoroughly to ‘key and feather’ exposed

Repair cracks or damaged areas with PALACE 

finish.  

 

Application Method:Application Method:Application Method:Application Method:    

Stir well before use. PALACE CONTRACT MATT

best results. Two coats will normally be sufficient to give a satisfactory finish depending on the condition of the base 

substrate. Allow up to 6 hours between coats for drying und

the top of the elevation, keeping the sections painted small enough to ensure that the edges to be joined are still wet as 

work progresses.  

 

Coverage:Coverage:Coverage:Coverage: 

5 litres of PALACE CONTRACT MATT will cove

depending upon the condition, texture and porosity of the surface being coated. Care should be taken to ensure all windows 

and surfaces not intended for coverage are covered and

rollers can be readily cleaned immediately after use with warm soapy water. Splashes on skin should be cleaned off 

immediately with warm soapy water and not allowed to dry out unattended. 

during application, including boots, overalls, goggles and head protection.

 

Health & SafetyHealth & SafetyHealth & SafetyHealth & Safety::::        

Ensure good ventilation during application and drying. 

Avoid the inhalation of dust. Wear a suitable face mask if dry sanding.

Wear eye protection during paint application

medical advice. After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of soap and wa

Keep out of the reach of children. Do not use or store by hanging on a hook.

VOC Directive: EU Limit value for this product (Cat A/c): 150 g/l (2007)/ 10

 

Storage & Storage & Storage & Storage & Packaging:Packaging:Packaging:Packaging: 

Store in a secure upright and sealed condition during transit and when in storage

than 5’C or in excess of 35’C. Minimum shelf

re-sealable 10 litre buckets. Should further

helpline on 0151 486 6101. 
 

 
The information provided by this Technical data sheet is given in good faith and is to t

guarantee, as conditions of use and workmanship involved are both beyond our control. All information supplied is subject to 

 

 

 

 

PALACE CHEMICALS Ltd 
Speke Hall Industrial Estate; Speke; Liverpool; L24 4AB 

Tel: 0151 486 6101 – Fax: 0151 448 1982 e-mail: 
sales@palacechemicals.co.uk  

AVAILABLE INAVAILABLE INAVAILABLE INAVAILABLE IN    

WHITE & MAGNOLIAWHITE & MAGNOLIAWHITE & MAGNOLIAWHITE & MAGNOLIA    

HIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITY

FFFF

high opacity decorative water-borne matt emulsion for interior use on wall and ceiling 

types of interior smooth and semi-porous surface and is especially useful when 

painting over recently plastered walls and ceilings, where it’s micro-porous, breathable properties allow for 

surface to be completed. PALACE CONTRACT MATT can be applied by brush or roller

most surface types and dries out to a flat matt high opacity one

Surfaces to be treated should be sound, clean, dry and free from loose flaking materials, oil and grease stains. Surface defe

and cracks should be repaired with a suitable repair mix; filler or sealant. Scrape back to a firm edge all areas

ghly to ‘key and feather’ exposed edges of the original painted surface if applicable

PALACE POWDER FILLER and allow it to dry before sanding to a smooth level and even 

PALACE CONTRACT MATT can be applied either by a generously loaded brush or roller to achieve the 

best results. Two coats will normally be sufficient to give a satisfactory finish depending on the condition of the base 

substrate. Allow up to 6 hours between coats for drying under normal, well ventilated ambient conditions. Work down from 

the top of the elevation, keeping the sections painted small enough to ensure that the edges to be joined are still wet as 

will cover up to 25 square metres as a two-coat application over a smooth even surface,

depending upon the condition, texture and porosity of the surface being coated. Care should be taken to ensure all windows 

and surfaces not intended for coverage are covered and well protected during the application of this product

rollers can be readily cleaned immediately after use with warm soapy water. Splashes on skin should be cleaned off 

immediately with warm soapy water and not allowed to dry out unattended. Wear suitable protective clothing at all times 

during application, including boots, overalls, goggles and head protection. 

ing application and drying. Avoid contact with skin and eyes. 

dust. Wear a suitable face mask if dry sanding. 

during paint application. In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek 

After contact with skin, wash immediately with plenty of soap and water or a proprietary skin cleanser. 

Do not use or store by hanging on a hook. 

duct (Cat A/c): 150 g/l (2007)/ 100g/l (2010). This product contains ma

condition during transit and when in storage and protect from frost or temperatures 

in excess of 35’C. Minimum shelf-life is 1 year from date of manufacture. PALACE CONTRACT MATT

Should further more specific technical information be required, contact the Palace Technical 

The information provided by this Technical data sheet is given in good faith and is to the best of our current knowledge true and accurate. However it is given without 
guarantee, as conditions of use and workmanship involved are both beyond our control. All information supplied is subject to the company’s terms and conditions of sale, 

copies of which are available on request. 

 
 

 

 

EN ISO 14001 

 
EMS 85788 

HIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITYHIGH OPACITY    

FFFFIRSTIRSTIRSTIRST----COATCOATCOATCOAT    

emulsion for interior use on wall and ceiling 

and is especially useful when 

properties allow for full drying out of 

can be applied by brush or roller to give excellent 

one-coat finish.  

Surfaces to be treated should be sound, clean, dry and free from loose flaking materials, oil and grease stains. Surface defects 

edge all areas of existing loose 

the original painted surface if applicable. 

ing to a smooth level and even 

can be applied either by a generously loaded brush or roller to achieve the 

best results. Two coats will normally be sufficient to give a satisfactory finish depending on the condition of the base 

er normal, well ventilated ambient conditions. Work down from 

the top of the elevation, keeping the sections painted small enough to ensure that the edges to be joined are still wet as 

coat application over a smooth even surface, 

depending upon the condition, texture and porosity of the surface being coated. Care should be taken to ensure all windows 

well protected during the application of this product. Brushes and 

rollers can be readily cleaned immediately after use with warm soapy water. Splashes on skin should be cleaned off 

Wear suitable protective clothing at all times 

In case of contact with eyes, rinse immediately with plenty of water and seek 

ter or a proprietary skin cleanser.  

0). This product contains max 9 g/l VOC 

and protect from frost or temperatures less 

PALACE CONTRACT MATT is available in 

more specific technical information be required, contact the Palace Technical 

he best of our current knowledge true and accurate. However it is given without 
the company’s terms and conditions of sale, 


